
Baskin

This year’s most inventive 
must-see horror.
In cinemas from Friday 24th June 2016 and on VOD 
from Friday 24th June 2016.

Fast sell:

One of the most shocking and jaw-dropping horrors for years, 
telling the story of a squad of cops who stumble into a world 
of extreme and stomach-churning terror after going through 
a trapdoor to Hell. Featuring a new icon of fear – The Father 
– and some of the craziest, most visceral horror ever seen, 
Baskin is an absolute must-see for all horror fans.

Key talent:

Ergun Kuyucu (Taken 2, Black Dogs Barking)
Muharrem Bayrak (The Breath, The Long Way Home)
Sevket Suha Tezel (Magic Carpet Ride, The Long Way Home)
Mehmet Cerrahoglu (feature film debut)
Gorkem Kasal (feature film debut)

Writer-Director
Can Evrenol (feature film debut)

Synopsis:

A squad of unsuspecting cops goes through a trapdoor to 
Hell when they stumble upon a Black Mass in an abandoned 
building.

We like it because:

It is always great to see a horror film that has the power to 
truly shock. And with its bonkers gore and terrifyingly surreal 
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visuals, Baskin is unlike anything you’ve ever seen before – a film that will get under the skin of even the most 
bloodthirsty of horror fans.

It’s an incredible feat by writer-director Can Evrenol to create something so unique and jaw-dropping, blurring the 
lines between dark fantasy and reality. 

He’s also given life to an incredible new demonic icon in “The Father”, who will immediately take his place 
alongside such horror greats as Pinhead, Leatherface, and Freddy Kruger.

Nightmarish, intense, and wonderfully obscene, Baskin is this year’s most inventive must-see horror.

Hot Quotes:

“Ugly and beautiful. And weird and wonderfully unpleasant” – Shock Till You Drop

“Shocking and astoundingly well made” – Bloody Disgusting

“A wonderfully beguiling, legitimately disorienting thing of beauty” – Fangoria

“Creepy, weird and amazing” – Twitch Film

“Fulci on crack ” – Eli Roth


